The mass-preconditioning (MP) technique has become a standard tool to enhance the efficiency of the hybrid Monte-Carlo simulation (HMC) of lattice QCD with dynamical quarks, for 2-flavors QCD with degenerate quark masses, as well as its extension to the case of one-flavor by taking the square-root of the fermion determinant of 2-flavors with degenerate masses. However, for lattice QCD with domain-wall fermion, the fermion determinant of any single fermion flavor can be expressed as a functional integral with an exact pseudofermion action φ † H −1 φ, where H −1 is a positive-definite Hermitian operator without taking square-root, and with the chiral structure [5] .
Then the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of this system amounts to generate a set of configurations with the probability distribution
and the quantum expectation value of any physical observable T (D −1 , U) can be obtained by averaging over this set of configurations
with the error proportional to 1/ √ N , where N is the number of configurations.
Since the evaluation of det D is prohibitively expensive even for small lattices (e.g., 16 3 × 32), it is common to express det D as
mechanics. A way out is to introduce a fictituous Hamiltonian dynamics with conjugate momentum for each field variable, and to update all fields and momenta globally followed by a accept/reject decision for the whole configuration, i.e., the hybrid Monte-Carlo (HMC)
algorithm [1] . Since the pseudofermion action S pf = φ † H −1 φ is positive-definite, φ can be generated by the heat-bath method with the Gaussian noise η satisfying the Gaussian distribution exp(−η † η), i.e., to solve the following equation
where the details of solving (4) The Hamilton equations for the fictituous molecular dynamics are
These two equations together imply that dH/dτ = 0, which gives
as an alternative form of (6).
The algorithm of HMC simulation can be outlined as follows:
1. Choose an initial gauge configuration {U l }.
2. Generate P a l with Gaussian weight exp({P a l } 2 /2).
3. Generate η with Gaussian weight exp(−η † η).
Compute φ according to (4).
5. With {φ} held fixed, integrate (5) and (6) with an algorithm (e.g., Omelyan integrator [2] ) which ensures exact reversibility and area-preserving map in the phase space for any δτ .
6. Accept the new configuration {U ′ l } generated by the molecular dynamics with probability min(1, e −∆H ), where ∆H ≡ H(U ′ l , P ′ l ) − H(U, P ). This completes one HMC trajectory.
For the next trajectory, go to (2).
The most computational intensive part of HMC is in the molecular dynamics (MD), the part (5), which involves the computation of the fermion force −∂S pf /∂A a l (τ ) with the conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm (or other iterative algorithms) at each step of the numerical integration in Eq. (6) . Thus, to optimize the efficiency of HMC is to minimize the total computational cost of a MD trajectory while making ∆H small enough such that a high acceptance rate can be maintained. Since ∆H depends on the order of the integrator and the size of the integration step ǫ = 1/n (assuming the total time of the MD trajectory is equal to 1), a good balance between the computational cost and the discretization error is the Omelyan integrator [2] . Moreover, since the fermion force is much smaller than the gauge force −∂S g /∂A a l (τ ), it is feasible to turn on the fermion force less frequent than the gauge force, resulting the multiple-time scale (MTS) method [3] which speeds up MD significantly.
Besides MTS, mass preconditioning (MP) [4] is also vital to enhance the efficiency of HMC.
In the context of lattice QCD with one-flavor, the basic idea of MP is to introduce an extra fermion flavor with mass m h > m, and rewrite the fermion determinant (3) as
where the dependence on the link variables U has been suppressed, 
which may lead to a higher efficiency for the HMC. Explicitly,
We refer Eqs. (7)- (8) as the conventional (old) MP in lattice QCD.
In Ref.
[5], we show that for lattice QCD with one-flavor domain-wall fermion (including all variants), the fermion determinant can be written as a functional integral of an exact pseudofermion action with a positive-definite Hermitian operator H −1 (see Eq. (23) in Ref.
where in the continuum limit. Note that in (9)- (10), we have normalized the Pauli-Villars mass to one, and the quark mass to m = m q /m P V , where m q is the bare quark mass, and m P V = 2m 0 (1 − dm 0 ) = 1/r, as defined in Ref. [5] .
A salient feature of the exact pseudofermion action for one-flavor DWF is that it can be decomposed into ± chiralities, as shown in (10) . Thus the right-hand side of (9) can be rewritten as
where
(Note that φ − /φ + corresponds to φ 1 /φ 2 in Ref. [5] .) The pseudofermion actions of ± chiralites give two different fermion forces in the molecular dynamics of HMC. In general, the fermion force coming from the pseudofermion action of φ − is much small than that of φ + .
Thus the gauge-momentum update by these two different fermion forces can be performed at two different time scales, according to the multiple-time scale method.
Next, we consider the mass-preconditioning (MP) for the EOFA. According to (7), (8) and (9), MP for the EOFA can be written as
Note that if setting m j = 1 and m i = m, then (15) reduces to (10) , and (16)- (17) to Eqs.
(16)-(17) in Ref. [5] .
Now we call (13) the old MP for EOFA, which we have used in Refs. [5, 6] , with one heavy mass preconditioner. In this paper, we introduce a new MP for the EOFA.
II. MASS PRECONDITIONING FOR THE EOFA
A vital observation for the mass preconditioning for EOFA is that the pseudofermion action of each chirality can be expressed as the ratio of two fermion determinants. This can be seen as follows.
is defined by Eq.(11) in Ref. [5] ,
and
For consistency check, multiplying (18) and (19) on both hand sides recovers (9), i.e.,
The derivations of (18) and (19) are straightforward, similar to those leading to Eqs. (15) and (19) in Ref. [5] , using the Schur decompositions. Now, consider the old MP with one heavy mass preconditioner m h (m < m h < 1), (13) can be rewritten as
resulting in four pseudofermion actions, each corresponds to one of the ratios of fermion determinants, with chiralities −, +, −, and + respectively. Thus there are four different fermion forces, each corresponds to one of the pseudofermion actions, as shown in Fig. 2(a) of Ref. [6] .
Now we introduce the shorthand symbol (
Here we are only interested in two special cases: 
which gives two pseudofermion actions with chiralities {−, +} respectively. Alternatively, we can write (26) as
which gives two pseudofermion actions with chiralities {+, −} respectively. Note that in
Ref. [5] , we have only presented (26), but omitted (27). In fact, (26) and (27) are related by the "parity" operation, P, which is defined as swapping the masses of the left and right columns in the shorthand symbol, i.e.,
In short, the parity operation changes a pseudofermion action with positive chirality to the corresponding one with negative chirality, and vice versa. Under parity, (26) becomes (27), and vice versa, thus they are called parity partners. Presumably, parity partners have compatible HMC efficiencies. However, in practice, one of them may turn out to be slightly better than the other. In the following, we only write down one of the parity partners.
Besides (24) and (25) In general, for (26), the fermion forces satisfy the inequality
thus they are amenable to the multiple-time scale method. Here the magnitiude of the fermion force always refers to its average over all link variables, i.e.,
where N l and N t denote the number of sites in the spatial and time directions.
For MP with one heavy mass preconditioner, (22) can be rewritten as
which gives four pseudofermion actions with chiralities {−, +, −, +} respectively. In general, the fermion forces are ordered according to
thus they are amenable to the multiple-time scale (MTS) method. Now if we put all fermion forces at the same level of MTS, we find that using MP with one heavy mass preconditioner (28) takes less CG iterations than that without MP (26), i.e.,
If MTS is also turned on, the gain of using MP is even larger. Note that (28) is only one of the 4 parity partners, i.e.,
which give pseudofermion actions with chiralities {−, +, −, +}, {+, −, −, +}, {−, +, +, −}, and {+, −, +, −} respectively. Presumably, parity partners have compatible HMC efficiencies. However, in practice, one of them may turn out to be slightly better than the others.
In the following, we only write down one of the parity partners.
It is straightforward to generalize MP from one heavy mass to a cascade of heavy masses
, which may lead to even higher efficiency for HMC.
Explicitly, we have
Now (29) seems to cover all MP schemes (plus their parity partners) for the EOPA. Nevertheless, due to the chiral structure of the exact one-flavor pseudofermion action, there exists a new MP scheme for the EOFA.
First we consider the MP of (m, m)/(M, M) with one heavy mass preconditioner m h (m < m h < M). We observe that it is possible to write
which gives three pseudofermion actions with chiralities {−, +, −} respectively. This is a new MP scheme, different from the old MP (28) with 4 pseudofermion actions. At first sight, it is unclear whether the new MP (30) is more efficient than the old one (28). Nevertheless, it turns out that this is the case, and the following inequality holds for all cases we have studied, with or without MTS.
Moreover, using the new MP scheme also yields a smaller ∆H and higher acceptance rate than the old MP. It is straightforward to generalize the new MP scheme from one heavy mass preconditioner (30) to a cascade of heavy mass preconditioners (m < m
Obviously, (31) has only one parity partner. Equations (30) (9) in Ref. [7] . The bare quark mass is m q = 0.005, and the mass of the heavy mass-preconditioner m h = 0.1. In the following, we will use the bare quark masses in the shorthand symbol (23), and it is understood that they are normalized by the Pauli-Villars mass m P V = 2m 0 = 2.6. Then, with the shorthand symbol (23), the 3 different MP schemes read:
Each factor on the RHS of (32)- (33) can be written as a functional integral with the pseudofermion action of negative chirality (24) or positive chirality (25). The fermion forces coming from the first and the second factor on the RHS of (32) are denoted by
2 respectively, where the superscript 2f stands for the two factors on the RHS of (32). Similarly, for the old MP (34), the fermion forces are denoted by F In the molecular dynamics, we use the Omelyan integrator [2] and the multiple-time scale method [3] , for 3 different MP schemes. Starting with the same initial thermalized configuration, 33 HMC trajectories are generated for each case.
In Fig. 1 , we plot the maximum fermion forces (averaged over all links) among all momentum updates in each trajectory, for 3 different MP schemes. With the length of the HMC trajectory equal to one, we set three different time scales, namely, (k 0 , k 1 , k 2 ), where the smallest time step (for the link update) in the molecular dynamics is 1/(2k 0 ). The fields are updated according to the following assignment:
where the superscripts 2f , 3f , and 4f refer to the number of factors on the RHS of (32), (33), and (34) respectively, and the subscripts refer to which factor on the RHS of (32)-(34). For example, φ In Fig. 2 , we plot the elapsed time versus the HMC trajectory, for 3 different MP schemes.
The statistics of the elapsed time, the acceptance rate, and the maximum fermion forces are summarized as follows. to simulate N f = 1 + 1 amounts to simulate N f = 2 + 1, as pointed out in [8] . Similarly, to simulate N f = 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 amounts to simulate N f = 2 + 2 + 1 + 1, i.e., 
Here {Φ c , Φ which is beyond the scope of this paper. 
